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TASK FORCE ON INNOVATION IN THE CHEMICAL ENTERPRISE:
NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR SOCIETY; NEW JOBS FOR CHEMISTS
TERMS OF REFERENCE
REPORTING
The task force will consider actions that will stimulate innovation, expecially innovation that
leads to new companies and jobs, across the chemical enterprise.
It will provide a written report to the President and Board of Directors of the ACS. The report
may ultimately be disseminated more broadly, in some form, to industry, government agencies,
foundations, and universities.
PROBLEM
Many of the most important problems in society—both practical (climate change, management of
carbon dioxide, generation, conservation, and management of energy, providing potable and
agricultural water, curing or preventing major diseases, reducing the costs of healthcare,
stabilization of developing regions, green technologies) and intellectual (the nature of life, the
origin of life, complex and dynamic systems, materials by design, the basis for sustainability)—
depend on chemistry for their solutions.
In this period of opportunity, chemistry (considered broadly to include all professions that have a
major component of chemistry, including molecular chemistry and biology, chemical
engineering, materials science and engineering, medicinal chemistry, environmental science, and
others) has become conservative and risk-averse:


Large companies making up the chemical industry no longer consider innovation and the
introduction of new classes of products to be part of their business plan and are focused
on relatively near-term financial metrics, on regulatory compliance, on industry
consolidation, and on managing capital.



Innovation leading to small startups is not a significant part of the culture of chemistry.



The pharmaceutical industry finds it increasingly difficult to develop new, profitable
drugs.



Universities, their sources of support, and the peer-review system are, in general, also
conservative.

As a result, the chemical enterprise is less successful than it might be at


providing society with technical options for solutions to some of its most important
problems,



creating new opportunities and jobs for scientists and engineers,



generating new, high-margin, proprietary business areas,



creating new jobs across the economy.

THE TASK FORCE WILL
 define impediments to innovation in chemistry, and especially to types of innovation
leading to the creation of new jobs in new companies or business areas. This definition
should consider education training, cost of capital, governmental influences through tax,
regulation, and patent policies, and the structure and culture of the research enterprise in
universities, national laboratories, and industry.
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recommend changes that will encourage invention and early-stage innovation in
research laboratories, and mechanisms for translating the resulting innovations
into commercial reality.



provide examples of areas and enterprises in which innovation and creation of
new jobs have been successful.



suggest the status of the United States in innovation in a globalized world,
especially in innovation, translation of knowledge into jobs and products, and
recruiting technical talent.



suggest areas of chemical science where innovation may be especially fruitful.



suggest metrics and incentives for innovation.

OUTCOMES
The task force will propose practical, implementable actions that will
 identify and help to train potential young entrepreneurs in chemical sciences in
the processes needed to translate chemical science into new products and
commercial chemistry.


suggest possible mechanisms to provide see funding for their activities.



suggest methods of introducing societally important problems into the chemical
enterprise.



assign/suggest specific tasks for the American Chemical Society and for other
organizations (the American Chemistry Council, international chemical
companies, government agencies, foundations such as the Gates Foundation, and
venture capital groups) concerned with stimulating or using innovative solutions
to important problems based on chemistry.

METHODS AND TIMELINES
The task force will have two or three meetings and conference calls as needed. It will call
on experts in relevant areas as required.
This report will be based on the collective wisdom of the task force and those who work
with it rather than a detailed collection of validated data.
The report will be completed and submitted to the President of the ACS by July 1, 2010.
Revisions, briefings, external review and comment, and other activities may follow at his
request.
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